roadstar vs. roadsideplus
Roadstar

RoadsidePlus

Only for rate classes: 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 007, 011, 012, 014, 015, 021, 022, 023,
024, 027, 051 and 055
*Rate class 013 (Delivery use) prohibited
Eligibility

CRS level -9 or better

CRS level of base rate or better and
maximum ICBC Collision deductible
of $1000

Cost

$21 with full ICBC coverage

$50 for RoadStars

$42 with partial ICBC coverage

$78 for non-RoadStars

($15 minimum, retained)

($40 minimum, retained)

Rental Vehicle Coverage

Rental Vehicle Coverage

Features
and
Services

Third Party Liability - $1 million

Third Party Liability - $2 million

Collision - $300

Collision - $300

Comprehensive - $300

Comprehensive - $300

LOU of rental vehicles - $25/day,
maximum $250

LOU of rental vehicles - $25/day,
maximum $250

Lock Re-Keying

Lock Re-Keying

$500 maximum, subject to
Comprehensive deductible

$1000 maximum, no deductible

Underlying Comprehensive or

Travel Protection Coverage

Underlying Comprehensive or

Travel Protection Coverage

Additional living expenses (meals
and lodging) - $500 for 1 or 2
insured, $1000 for 3 or more
insured

Additional living expenses (meals
and lodging) - $1000 for 1 or
2 insured, $2000 for 3 or more
insured

Travel expense for insured to return
home - $1500 for 1 or 2 insured,
$3000 for 3 or more insured

Travel expense for insured to
return home - $3000 for 1 or
2 insured, $6000 for 3 or more
insured

Expense to return vehicle home
- $750 per occurance, $1000 for
motor homes
Replacement vehicle expense $500 per occurence
Towing expenses - $100 per
occurence, $250 for motor homes
Reimbursement of Collision
deductible - Amount of deductible

Expense to return vehicle home
- $750 per occurance, $1000 for
motor homes
Replacement vehicle expense $500 per occurence
Towing expenses - $100 per
occurence, $250 for motor homes
Reimbursement of Collision
deductible - Amount of deductible

roadstar vs. roadside plus
Roadstar
Loss of Use coverage
Features
and
Services
continued

RoadsidePlus
Loss of Use coverage

$100/day, $500 maximum

$100/day, $750 maximum

$1000 for motor homes, no daily
limit

$1000 for motor homes, no daily
limit

Similar vehicle rental

Similar vehicle rental

Family Worldwide Transportation
of Relatives*

Family Worldwide
Transportation of Relatives*

Not available

$5500 maximum
$5000 for travel expenses

*Customer has life-threatening
injuries

$500 for additional living
expenses
*Customer has life-threatening
injuries

Destination Assistance
Not available

Destination Assistance
Reimburse up to $100
to complete journey for
transportation or phone calls.
Primary to Vehicle Travel
Protection and LOU

102011

Theft Deductible Waiver

Theft Deductible Waiver

Not available

$0 deductible in the event of a
total theft or attempted theft.

Emergency Roadside Expense
Repayment (ERER)

Emergency Roadside Expense
Repayment (ERER)

Not available

Maximum 2 occurrences per policy
term, $50 limit per occurrence.

